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1 Introduction
In this paper we study the $aLb^{\backslash }1^{r}\Pi 1$ ] $)\uparrow_{t)},ti_{t}$ . behavior of a Hele-Shaw flow produced by$r$
the injection of fluid from a finite number of ]$1$ oints at different inject,ion speeds. We
prove $that,$ , as tiine t,ends to infinit,$V_{y}$ t,he boundary of tlte $fl\iota\iota id$ domain approas lies
the circle centered at tlie barv(elltel $\cdot$ of th) $i_{11}.|e(’.\uparrow_{J}it11])(infs$ with weights proportional
to the injection rat,es. The distances froin $t.]_{1k}\backslash I-)al\cdot\backslash \cdot r\cdot ent,er$ to the $|)oi\iota ndary$ points are
estimat$ed$ bot,h froin above and below.
Hele-Shaw flows $a1P$ fluid flows in an $ex$ ] $)PI^{\cdot}i_{111P11\uparrow\ddot{t}[}devi\subset\cdot e$ which consists of two
closel$y$ -placed parallel plates. Since the gap $1_{)(}\lrcorner twee\mathfrak{l}1\uparrow_{!}w\langle)$ plates is sufficiently narrow,
one can regard tlieni as $two- cli$ ) . flows. We $((1)side1^{\cdot}$ a Hele-Shaw flow produced
$|)y$ the injection of $inco111pres_{c}^{\sigma_{)}^{1}}i1$) $1e\backslash ri\searrow^{\tau}((11_{\iota}\backslash$ fluid int, $ot_{F}he$ device from nmltiple points.
Let. $t,he$ fluid initially $occ.\iota\iota$]$\supset)^{r}$ a boimded doniain $\Omega(tI)\subset \mathbb{C}$ and $c_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $c_{l}\in\Omega(tI)$ be $\uparrow\{he$
injection points. $Fro\ln$ each point $c_{j},$ $l1$ ) $(l’(-)H$ uid is inject ed $a.\uparrow$ t,he $rat,e\alpha_{j}>0$ per unit
time. The fluid doinain $a\uparrow$ tiiiie $t>()$ is $(1e^{1}1)($ ( ed $|$ ) $\backslash r\Omega(t)$ and its boundary by $\partial\Omega(t)$ .
We write $n$ for the unit $0\iota\iota t(\lrcorner 1^{\cdot}$ normal $v\epsilon^{1}(\uparrow,\langle)\iota\cdot|_{l}\langle)\partial\Omega(t)$ . To fornmlate the mathematical
probleni, we now $i_{11\uparrow 1^{\backslash }}od\iota\iota c\cdot e$ a $f_{111}1(\uparrow_{j}i$on $T\backslash \nwarrow^{r}1_{1}i$ ( $]_{1}$ is defined $\rceil-$)$\backslash fT(\approx)$ $:= \inf\{t\geq 0|_{\sim}^{-}\in$
$\overline{\Omega(t)}\}$ for each $\tilde{\sim}\in \mathbb{C}$ , i.e., $T(\sim\wedge)$ denol,es $\uparrow_{\text{ }}1_{11^{1}}fi_{1\backslash }|\mathfrak{l}\}$ time when the $I-$) $(iindary\partial\Omega(t)$
t,ouches $\sim\sim$ . $Let_{J}p=p(z, t)$ be the ] $)rrightarrow_{1}b_{\iota}b^{\backslash }111^{\cdot}e$ of the fluid at ]$)\langle)_{1}b\urcorner it,iol1z=x+iy\in\Omega(t)$
and t,ime $t>0$ , where $i=\sqrt{-1}$ . Bv $t$.he $t$ heorv of Hele-Shaw fiows, $p$ and $T$ are
assumed $\uparrow_{arrow}0sa.ti^{c\prime}[)f\backslash ]($ following equat ion and boimdary $\langle ondi\uparrowions$ :
$- \triangle_{l^{J}}=\sum_{j=1}^{l}c^{-}\iota_{j}\delta_{c_{j}}$
$p=t1$
$\frac{\partial_{I^{J}}}{\partial_{Jl}}$ . $\frac{\partial T}{\partial n}=-1$
$f_{\{)}l\approx\in\Omega(t),$ $t>r)$ ; (1.1)
$f_{t)}r\approx\in\partial\Omega(t),$ $t>()$ : (1.2)
for $\overline{\sim}\in\partial\Omega(t),$ $t>()$ , (1.3)
where $\triangle$ $:=\partial^{2}/\partial\prime c^{2}-\vdash\partial^{2}/\partial y^{2}$ is the La] $)1_{\partial t}\cdot i_{\dot{r}t1}\iota$ in $\mathbb{R}^{\underline{\gamma}}$ and $\delta_{c}$ is the Dirac nieasure at $c$ .
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From (1.1) and (1.2), for each time $t>(\downarrow$ the fuiiction $p_{1}:an|_{J}- e$ represented by
$p( \sim\sim, t)=\sum_{\dot{J}^{=1}}^{l}\mathfrak{a}_{j}G_{c_{j}.\Omega_{(}\ell)}$ $(\sim$- $)$ for $\sim-\in\Omega(t)\eta$ (1.4)
where $G_{c_{j},\Omega(t)}$ is the Green’s filnt $\dagger_{6}io11$ of $(- 1(t)$ for t,he Laplacian under the honiogeneoiis
Dirichlet boundary condition with pole at. $c_{j}$ . Bv sul)$st|itiiting(1.4)$ into (1.3), we
obtain
$( \sum_{j=1}^{l}\alpha_{j}\frac{\partial G_{c,\Omega(t)}j}{\partial\cdot 1\tau})$ . $\frac{?T}{\partial,\iota}(=-1$ for $\approx\in\partial\Omega(t),$ $t>0$ . (1.5)
Thus the Hele-Shaw prolvlem is i,o find a $111()n()tollP$ increasing family of domains
$\{\Omega(t)\}_{t>0}$ with smooth boundaries $s|\iota_{t}\cdot]i$ t,liat the corresponding function $T$ is smooth
and satisfies (1.5). We (all such a fainily $\{\Omega(t)\}_{t>0}$ a classictal soliition of the Hele-
Shaw $proI$)$lenl$ (see Sakai [11, Section 13]).
The probleni has $I^{-}$) $eenin\backslash \gamma estigat)$ ed $1^{-}))^{r}$ niany researchers with different methods.
Elliott and Janovsky’ [2] $a\subset lopt,e(1$ a variationa.l-inequality approach f,o the Hele-Shaw
probleni and proved the existen$(:e$ and uniqueness of global weak solutions. Sakai
[11, 12] developed the theory of qnadral,iire doniains and applied it $to$ the Hele-Shaw
probleni to $oI.$)$tain$ the $exisfen(e$ and uniqueness of weak solutions and several prop-
erties. By this approach, Sakai [14] was able to $oIvtlain$ an estimate for the distances
from a fixed point to the boundary point, $|b’$ of $\Omega(t)$ , which is stat,ed $a|\}\sigma\backslash$ follows: Let
$\Omega(0)\subset D(c, r)$ and $t \sum_{j=1}^{\iota}\alpha_{j}+?(\Omega(0))\geq 4\pi r^{2}$ , where $D(c, r)$ denotes the disk of
radius $r$ with cent,er $c$ and $m$ two-diinensional Lebesgue $n\iota ea_{1}s\rceil\iota 1e$ . Then it holds that
(1.6)
for all $\approx\in\partial\Omega(t),$ $t>(]$ . As a inatter of $fa.t\dagger$ , Sakai proved this result as a niore
general estimate on quadratiire $dt$ ) $n\iota aillswhi(11$ we will define in the next section. Bv
the $estiinat_{1}e(1.6)$ , we see $t_{1}hat$,
$\approx\in\partial\Omega(t)_{-}nlax|_{\sim}^{\sim}-c\cdot|-111i1J|\approx-c|\wedge\in\dot{\epsilon}/fl(t)\leq 2\cdot r$.
Another approach was taken $|))$ ’ Fscher $a.l1(1$ Si $lnonet\uparrow\leq[3]$ . They converted the
$pl\cdot obleiil$ into a nonlinear $evolii\dagger_{l}$ ioii $e(1^{11i\downarrow t}$ ion on a fixed domain and constructed a
unique classical solution locally in $t,ill$ ) $e$ . Following this approach, in $t_{J}he$ case of a single
injection point, VondenhofF [16] $1^{\cdot}t^{\lrcorner}(t^{\lrcorner}11\uparrow])$ proved the existence of a classical $so1_{1}ition$
globally in tinie when the $ini\dagger_{l}ia.1$ doiitain is suffi $tie11\dagger,1!^{r}(\langle)_{k}\backslash e$ to a disk centered at, the
injection point). Also he obtained dei ailed $jIlft1^{\cdot}111_{\dot{C}}$)$.\{.j_{(11}$ on $t_{1}hc^{\Delta}$ asymptotic behavior of
the Hele-Shaw flow by means of $spe(t_{s}1^{\cdot}\partial.]a11a.])\backslash i^{\zeta}()$ .
However, the inethod of spectral $i11l_{(}\tau.1\backslash r_{\mathfrak{l}}*\cdot j_{I}\backslash [3,1t)]$ seen) $h$ to need $l1ont_{1}\cdot i\backslash \dot{\prime}ia.1$ refine-
nlent) in the crase of multiple injection poi $11\dagger_{J}h’\dagger 0$ obtain the long tinse behavior of the
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solut,ion, since it depends $011$ the linearization of the evolution operator around an
explicit $so1_{1}ition$ . For this reason, here $\backslash \backslash \vee\supset(\langle)l1|s^{1}i(1e1^{\backslash }$ the $a\overline{\backslash }vn1])\uparrow\langle)\uparrow,jr^{1}$ behavior of the
Hele-Shaw flow in the framework of weak $solii\uparrow J$ ion in terms of $qiiadi\cdot atiire$ doinains. In
the weak formulation we do not, need $\uparrow_{I}0i_{1)(sp}111|$ any $\iota\cdot p_{h^{\urcorner}}\uparrow_{1}\cdot j_{(}\cdot tion$ on the initial $dolnain$ .
The aini of this paper is $\uparrow_{J}0$ ] $)re^{\backslash }\backslash t^{\lrcorner}nt_{i}$ a $111t)\Gamma P])r\Leftrightarrow(ise\epsilon stiniate$ for the $asynl\iota$ totic$\cdot$
behavior of the int,erface of f,he Hele-Shaw flow in the case $l\geq 2$ , in terms of the
distances froin a fixed point to the boundary ]$)(in\uparrow|s$ of $\Omega(t)$ . To $st_{\cap}at_{\mathfrak{i}}e$ our main
theoreni, we $int,rod\iota\iota t^{-}e$ the following $i_{lt1])(1}\cdot 1_{(t}nt$ quantities:
$w_{l}:= \frac{\sum_{j--1}^{\iota}\alpha_{j}c_{j}}{\sum_{j=1^{\{1_{j}’}}^{l}}$ , (1.7)
$r_{()}:= \inf\{r\geq 0|\Omega(0)\subset D(c.r)fo1^{\cdot}$ soine $c\in \mathbb{C}\}$ , (1.8)
$\Lambda;=\sqrt{\frac{\pi}{\sum_{j--1}^{l}\alpha_{j}}}\cdot n1i_{\sim}n(\underline{\sum_{A\cdot=}^{l}}\frac{\alpha_{\sigma(k^{\sim})}\sum_{j--1}^{k\cdot-1}c\iota_{\sigma(j)}}{(\sum_{j=1}^{A^{\sim}}\alpha_{\sigma(j)})^{\underline{9}}}|\frac{\sum_{j=1}^{k-1}\alpha_{\sigma(j)}c_{\sigma(j)}}{\sum_{j=1}^{k-1_{(1_{\sigma(j)}^{0}}}}-c_{\sigma(k)}|^{2})$ , (1.9)
where the mininmm is taken over $\uparrow,h\prime 11111l^{J\uparrow\cdot i_{t^{-}}}$ group $\mathfrak{S}_{l}$ on the finite set {1, $\ldots$ ,
1 $\}$ . $Not_{\vee}e$ that, $w_{l}$ is the $|\gamma a1’!^{r_{1ellf,er}}$ of tlte $i_{11}.|p_{I}-\cdot tion$ points $c_{1},$ $\ldots$ , $c_{l}$ wit,h weights
$pi\cdot oport_{0}iona1$ to the respect,ive $jp(rat_{c}es\alpha_{1},$ $\ldots$ , $\alpha_{\ell}$ , and $r_{0}$ is the smallest one
among the radii of all disks $(o\iota 1\uparrowaini_{1}\iota g\Omega(0)$ . The following is t,he inain result in t,his
paper.
Theorem 1.1. Let $\Omega(0)$ . $c_{j}$ . $\alpha_{j}$ be $C_{\backslash }\backslash i\uparrow\}tl_{7t/b\prime}(0.se.tti\uparrow|,r/0.r|,dfe.\beta_{7l.P}.\cdot\cdot w_{\ell},$ $r_{0:}\Lambda$ by
(1.7). (1.8). (1.9). $r^{\backslash }e:,9pe.’ r^{-}:ti\uparrow.;el’?j\cdot s_{l^{J}l^{J),\backslash t}’}\uparrow\iota\cdot t[|(’.t\{\Omega(t)\}_{t>0}$ is $0,$ $clo_{2}.\backslash ,\backslash i^{\tau}.al_{9}ol\uparrow/.tion$ of the
Hele-Sh $a\uparrow n\iota J7^{\backslash }oble\uparrow n,$ . Th $e^{\tau}\uparrow|$ . $t1)\theta 7^{\cdot}t’ e.?^{\backslash }i..\backslash \urcorner t?\}ll-\uparrow\}f’.(/(\iota ti^{l}\}.)e^{1}.fn?7^{-}:l?_{2}O?1..9_{\vee-}^{\sigma}(t)$ . $\epsilon_{+}(t).9\uparrow(\backslash 1_{7},$ $t1_{1_{;}}$at
the inequ, $(\iota/it_{r}\tau/$
(l.lt) $)$
holds for $atl\approx\in\partial\Omega(t),$ $t>()$ . $n,\uparrow\}(l$ they $1_{7(.l)t’}$ the $f\dot{o}l/0\uparrow)i\uparrow 7..(/a.\sigma\cdot y\uparrow)|_{l}ptoftC$ behavior:
$\in-(t)=\Lambda t^{-1/2}+O(t^{-1})$ , $\hat{\succ}+(t)=(\Lambda+\frac{r_{()}^{2}}{2}\sqrt{\frac{\pi}{\sum_{j--1}^{\iota}\alpha_{j}}})t^{-1/2}+O(t^{-1})$ , (1.11)
$(l.9tarrow\infty$ .
By $t_{l}he$ est iinates (1. 10) and (1. 11), we ]$la.1^{:p}$
$\approx\in ro\Omega(t)n1ax|_{\sim}\wedge-w_{l}|-11\iota j_{1}1|_{\sim}^{\sim}-w_{\ell}|z\in\partial\Omega(\ell)\leq_{\llcorner}\llcorner\wedge+(t)+\sigma_{-}(t)=O(t^{-1/2})$ as $tarrow\infty$ .
Therefore, for the Hele-Shaw flow wi $t_{1}1J$ multiple $ill.|e(\uparrow,ion$ points, we see t,hat the
$iiit_{i}erf\cdot ace\partial\Omega(t)$ of f,he fluid domain $\dot{r}t$] $)])1^{\cdot}ti1the\grave{t})$’ the $(i_{\Gamma t}\cdot 1e(Pllt\epsilon)red at t,he |)aly(:enter$
$w_{l}a_{\wedge}starrow\infty$ .
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2Weak formulation and Quadrature domains
In t,his section we observe that a $(1a_{h\grave{\backslash }c^{1}}^{\iota\backslash j(a1}$ solution of t,he Hele-Shaw $p_{Y(1)}1eni$ satisfies
an integral inequality for subharmonit $f_{1111t}\cdot ti_{011b^{1}}|$ . By $\dagger$,he inequality, $\Omega(t)(_{8}\cdot a11|)e$
regarded as a quadratiire doniain of a positive ineasure, so that we will be concerned
with $t_{l}h_{\mathfrak{k}^{1}}$ shape of $quadrat|111^{\cdot}P$ dontaiiis in subsequent sections.
In the equation (1.5), the snioothness of tbe boundarv $\partial\Omega(t)$ and of the function
$TaJe$ required. This is a $diffi_{t^{-}}\cdot\iota\iota 1ty$ in dealing with the equation (1.5). Following
Sakai [11], we generalize the notion of classica,1 solution so $t_{l}hat$ it does not require
any regularity of the $1$) $(1111d\prime a1)^{r}\cdot Let\{\Omega(t)\}_{t>t)}$ be a classical solution of the Hele-Shaw
problem. Then, for any $s\rceil\iota 1)h_{\lambda 1111t11}i\mathfrak{c}:f_{111)(}\cdot tit)J1s$ defined in $\Omega(t)$ which is integrable
wit, $h$ respect to $Lel$) $esgiie$ nieasnre $m,$ $\backslash \backslash re$ see $t,1iat_{J}$
$\int_{\Omega(t)\backslash \Omega(0)}sdm=\int_{()}^{t}\int_{\partial\Omega(\tau)}s\cdot\frac{1}{\partial T/\partial n}d\sigma d\tau$
$= \sum_{=jJ}^{l}\alpha_{j}\int_{()}^{t}\int_{d\Omega(\tau)}s$ . $(- \frac{\partial G_{c,\Omega(\tau)}^{v}j}{\partial n})d\sigma d\tau$
$\geq\sum_{Jj=}^{l}c\iota_{j}\int_{1)}^{t}s\cdot(c_{j})d\tau=t\sum_{j=1}^{\iota}\alpha_{j}s(c_{j})$.
TherOfore, any $\mathfrak{c}\cdot 1as^{1}b^{1}ic\cdot a1$ solution $\{\Omega(t)\}_{t>()}\cdot|P^{\wedge}\backslash$ , for each $t>0$ ,
$\int_{\Omega(())}sd\uparrow 7l+t\sum_{j=1}^{l}\alpha_{j}s(c_{j})\leq\int_{\Omega(t)}s\cdot d\uparrow n$ (2.1)
for all $integral$) $les\iota\iota I)]_{1a1111O11}ic$. fnnctions $s$ defined in $\Omega(t)$ . In particular, since the
constant functions.$\sigma\cdot=\pm 1$ are integralvle a $1\iota d_{11}t_{)}^{\backslash }|\gamma ha1111(nic$ in $\Omega(t)$ , we have
$\eta 1.(\zeta](t))=t\sum_{j=1}^{l}(1_{j}+n\iota(\Omega(0))$ .
In general, for \‘a $g^{\mathfrak{j}i\backslash }’\cdot en$ finit,e (positive Borel) nieasure $lJ$ with $Ct$)$nlpa(:ts\iota\iota ppt)rt$ , a
bounded open set) $\Omega$ is called a quadrat.ure doniain of $i/fors\iota\iota 1_{J}^{-}har1noni($ . funct,ions if
$\nu(\mathbb{C}\backslash \Omega)=()$ and
$\int sd_{l/\leq}\int_{\Omega}s\cdot dn\iota$.
holds for all $integral$)$leSll|-)]la\iota\cdot 11ltni(f\iota tl1(|_{J}it)11_{\iota}\backslash \prime s$ defined in $\Omega$ . Quadrature domains
for harmonic fi$1nc,tions$ and for analyt, $i(f_{1111(}ti_{t)11S}$ are defined in $the$ same way, lvut
then we take equality instead of inequality in these definitions. From (2.1), for a
$c\cdot 1a_{\iota}s$sical solution $\{\Omega(t)\}_{t>0}$ of the $Hele- S]_{1d.\backslash \backslash :}])1(|_{J}^{-}1en1$ , each $\Omega(t)$ can be interpreted as
a quadrature doniain of the niea.sure $\backslash \Omega(())+t\sum_{j=1}’\alpha_{j}\delta_{c_{j}}$ for subharnionic functions,
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where $\chi_{\Omega(0)}$ denotes $\uparrowhe(hal\cdot a(terist$ ic fun( $|$ it) $ii$ of (2 $(())$ and we rega.rd it as the $\ln e$asure
$\chi_{\Omega(0)}m.$ .
Here we sunnnarize sonie $el\lrcorner$ properties of qiiadrat iire doiiiains (see Sakai
[11, Section 1-3] $)$ :
(a) A quadrature domain for $sii1$) $[]_{\dot{i}Jl11t)11}j($ ’ functions is also one for harmonic func-
tions. A quadrature domain for harmoni $($ functions is also one for analytic func-
tions.
(b) For any finite measure $l/$ whi(1] is singular $wit_{J}h$ respect to $m$ , there exist, $s$ a
$qiiadrat_{1}iire\subset 1oniain$ of $i/$ for $s\iota\iota bh_{\dot{r}}n\cdot 111tlli$ ( fun $(:\uparrowions$ . Let $\nu$ be a finite nleas$\iota$ire of
the form $\nu=\chi_{\Omega}+\mu.$ , where 9 is a $1$ ) $ounded$ doinain and $\mu$ is a finite nieasure
satisfying $\mu(\Omega)>0$ and $\mu,(\mathbb{C}\backslash \Omega)=()$ . Then there exists a quadratiire domain of
$\nu$ for subharnionic functions.
$(\mathfrak{c}:)$ If a mea.sure $\nu$ satisfies one of $\uparrow_{l}1i_{Ptt11}dj\uparrowj(11_{1}\wedge in (|^{-})),$ $t,hen$ a quadratiire doniain of
$\nu$ for $s\rceil il)harinonicf_{1}\iota n\langle-.ti_{011}s$ is uniquely deterinined up $\uparrow,\{)$ a null set with $respect$
$\uparrow|om$ . Moreover, tlie $n\iota ininllllll$ quaclrature doniain $\Omega(\iota/)$ exists, i.e., $\Omega(\iota/)\subset\Omega$
holds for all quadratiire domains $\Omega$ of $i/$ for siil) $]laJ^{\cdot}monic$ fi $\iota n\subset:t$,ions.
(d) If ineasures $\nu_{1}$ and $lJ_{2}$ satisfy one of $\uparrow_{1}I_{1}e$ conditions in (b) and $IJ_{1}\leq l1_{2}$ , then
$\Omega(11_{1})\subset\Omega(\nu_{9,\sim})$ .
(e) For $\alpha>0$ and $c\in \mathbb{C}$ , a quadrature domain of the ineasure $\alpha\delta_{c}$ for siibhariiionic
(also for harmonic and for $\text{\‘{a}} 11a1\backslash \cdot$ ) fu $ll(\}$ ioiis is uniquely determined and is equal
to $D(c, \sqrt{\alpha}/\tau_{1})$ .
Bv the alcove properties of $1\rfloor 11\ddot{r}\lambda(1la\uparrow i$iire $(ltlll\dot{r}\backslash i\iota ls$ , we see tliat, for eacb $t>0$ , there
exists the niinimum quadrat,ure domain of $(.]1t^{-1}$ measure $\chi_{\Omega(0)}+t\sum_{j=1}^{l}c\iota_{j}’\delta_{c_{j}}$ for $siil)-$
harmonic functions. Sakai [11] defined a $\backslash \backslash :_{t^{3}}a1\backslash ^{r}$ solution of the Hele-Shaw probleni as
$\uparrow_{l}he$ family of $t_{1}he$ ininiinuin quax $1_{1}\cdot at_{:}\iota\iota l()$ domaains $\{\Omega(\chi_{\Omega(())}+t\sum_{j=1}^{l}\alpha_{j}\delta_{c_{1}})\}_{t>0}.$ There is
another weak solution whi $r\cdot li$ is defined $1$ ) $\backslash 111\backslash ill_{(\neg}^{\zeta)^{\backslash }}$ variat ional inequalities (see Gustafs-
son [4], and Elliott and $\iota 1a11(vsk’\backslash ’[2])$ . but it was ] $)1\langle)\backslash :edI-)\}^{r}$ Sakai [12] that these $t_{l}w\langle)$
weak solutions are equivalent. In the rest of‘ $t$ he paper we work within $\dagger\ddagger$he frame-
work of quadratiire donia.iiis and esti $Ii$ iate $t$,hein to prove Theorem 1.1. One of the
advantages of dealing with quadrat iire $do\uparrow$ ) $)ai11_{1\searrow\backslash }$ is tltat we do not have t,o care $aI^{-}$) $(\rceil\iota t$
the smoothness of the free $|)(1111(1al\backslash \partial\ddagger 1(t)t1^{\cdot}\dagger_{I}opologj_{(}\cdot a1(\cdot ha.1lges$ of the domains
$\{\Omega(t)\}_{t>(1}$ .
3 The Schwarz function
To prove Theorem 1.1, as a first step. $1\nwarrow’-$ ) $\langle\langle)|1\backslash \cdot t111(\uparrow$ an $\sigma^{1}xplic\cdot it$. representation of the
ininimum ($\lrcorner 1taclra\uparrow_{J}111^{\cdot}P$ domain of $\uparrow 1_{1PlJlt^{1}\dot{r})_{t}\backslash Itlt)}\pi(n\delta_{i}+.f\delta_{-i})$ for $sul-$) $1\iota a.rlll(nic\cdot$ functions.
where a , $\prime 3>0$ . It will be given a.s a univa $|t^{1}1t1.1a.f.it)1l_{(}\{1$ iiiap from the unit disk ont, $0$ the
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quadrature doinain, and we $e|\backslash t_{c}iJ11at_{1}\in)$ the $dist_{!}al1\langle es^{1}fl(iii$ the $|)a.rv(enter(\alpha-3)i/(\alpha+\beta)$
to the boundary points of f,he quadrat $111^{\cdot}t^{Y}$ domain. The $((1lst)\Gamma 11\subset\cdot tion$ of this rational
$nlap$ and $it_{l}sestin1ate^{\sigma_{)}^{1}}$ will be discussed in $t\downarrow$he next section.
Let us introducre the notion of tlie Schwarz function and show relat ions between
the Schwarz function and quadrature domains. $\iota\iota_{e}^{r}$, will $\backslash ^{}t^{\supset}P$ that the problem of finding
a certain quadrature doniain $\langle$ an be reduced $\uparrow 0$ the $\mathfrak{c}:on_{\backslash }\backslash ytr\rceil\iota r\cdot t)ion$ of a doniain with $t_{l}he$
corresponding $Schwai\cdot z$ funct ion.
The Schwarz function $S=S(\approx)$ of a $(1t1^{\cdot}\nwarrow t^{\lrcorner\Gamma}$ is defined as a holomorphic function
on a neighborhood of $\Gamma$ which satisfies
$S(\sim-)=-\sim\wedge$ fbr $\sim-\in\Gamma$ .
where: is the (, $onlplex(:onj1\iota gat_{t^{3}}$ of $\approx$ . Note $t$ hat $t$,he Schwarz function of $\Gamma$ is uniquelv
deterniined for a given curve $\Gamma$ by its an $\text{\‘{a}} 1yticit_{T^{r}}$.
Let us explain how the Schwarz fun( $\}_{1}i_{t11}$ relat.es t,o quadrature doiiiains (see Davis
[1, Chapter 14] and Shapiro [15, Chapter 3] $)$ . Let $\Omega\subset \mathbb{C}I$ ) $e$ a $|)(1111(1e(1$ domain with
smooth boundarv and $f$ a funetion holomorphic in a neighborhood of 9, where 9
denotes the closure of $\Omega$ . BV the analvti$(:itv$ of $f$ aitd Stokes’ theoreni, we see that
$\int_{\Omega}fd?71=\frac{]}{2i}\int_{d\Omega}f(z)\overline{\approx}d_{\wedge}\sim$ ,
where $\partial\Omega$ is positivelv oriented. Now assunie that there exist, $s$ the $S(,hwal\cdot Z$ function
$S$ of $\partial\Omega alld$ it can be ext ended to a holomorphic function in $\Omega\backslash \{c_{1}, \ldots, c_{l}\}$ such that
$c_{j}\in\Omega$ is a $sin1_{1)}1e1)(1e$ with residue $tn_{j}/\pi$ for $j=1,$ $\ldots$ , 1. Then we have
$\int_{(J\Omega}f(\sim\wedge)_{\sim}^{-}d_{\hat{\sim}}=\int_{\partial\zeta 1}f(\approx)\overline{b}^{Y}(\sim\wedge)d_{\wedge}^{\backslash }=2it\sum_{j=1}^{l}\alpha_{j}f(c_{j})$ .
Thus,
$\int_{\Omega}fd_{77}1=t\sum_{Jj=}^{l}\tilde{c}\iota_{j}f(c_{j})$ (3.1)
holds for all holoiiiorphic functions $f$ defined in a $i_{1}eigh1\cdot$) $(i\cdot hoo\subset 1$ of $\overline{\Omega}$ . From (3.1), $\Omega$
is expected to be a quadrature doniain of tlie $111 t^{1}\partial.S\uparrow 11^{\cdot}et\sum_{j=1}^{l}\alpha_{j}\delta_{c}j$ for subharnionic
functions.
To olvtain such a candidate for $t$ ] $]_{f^{s}t|\iota\iota a(11a\uparrow}$ ure doniain. we therefore find a domain
$\Omega$ sucb that t,he Schwarz $f_{1}\iota n(\uparrow\downarrow i_{t)11} of \partial\Omega]ld_{\wedge}b si\mathfrak{l}J1])]e$ poles a.t $c_{1},$ $\ldots$ , $c_{l}\in\Omega$ with
respective residues $t\alpha_{1}/\pi,$ $\ldots,$ $t\mathfrak{a}_{l}/\pi$ . .As we will see later. tlie doma,in $\Omega$ we found is
in $fac\cdot t$ a quadrature doinain of the $1tlt^{1}-\dot{r}\iota b111^{\cdot}$ ) $t \sum_{j=1}^{l}\alpha_{j}\delta_{c}$, for $Sll|\gamma harnloni\mathfrak{c}$ . functions.
In order $t_{I}o$ find such a doinain $(\}$ . we $\dot{i}tb^{t}b^{t}11|t1(-\backslash$ that $\Omega c_{\dot{r}}\backslash 11$ be $i\cdot e])resent_{\iota}e\subset 1$ as $t_{l}he$ iniage
of the unit disk $D(O, 1)$ by a rationa] $f_{111l\langle}\cdot t.ion\backslash _{\dot{r}^{\gamma}}.$ , i.e.. $\Omega=\succ^{\neg}(D((), 1))$ , where $\varphi$ is
holomorphic and $in.|e\subset\cdot t_{1}i\backslash - e$ in a neighborho( $(1$ of $\overline{D(tJ,1)}$ . Then, the Schwarz function
of $\partial\Omega$ is given $|)\}^{r}$
$S(\sim\wedge)$ $:=\overline{\varphi(1/\overline{*^{\urcorner^{-1}}(\wedge)})}$ $f^{\backslash }o1^{\cdot}.\wedge\vee$ in a neighborhood of $\partial\Omega$ . (3.2)
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Moreover, if $\varphi$ has only $\dagger$,he siinple poles at $t1^{1}J\cdots\cdot$ , $w_{l}\in(\mathbb{C}\cup\{\infty\})\backslash \overline{D(().1)}$ , then $S$
can lee $1ller(11\iota orp1_{1}ir\cdot allv$ extended $iii\uparrow 0$ $()$ wit $1i$ siiiiple poles at $\varphi(1/\overline{\cdot w_{1}}),$ $\ldots,$ $\varphi(1/\overline{w_{l}})$ .
Hence, our task is $\uparrow 0$ choose a rational fim $(t_{1}$ ion $\backslash \vdash^{\eta}$ appropriatelv so that $\varphi(1/\overline{w_{j}})=c_{j}$
and that the residue of the corresponding fun $\{t,ionSa\uparrow c_{j}$ is $t\alpha_{j}/\pi$ .
However, in general $it_{1}$ is quite difficult l,o ( $(11s\uparrow\Gamma 11t^{-.t}$ such a rational $f\iota inc\cdot t,ion\varphi$ .
In particular, for $1\geq 3$ , there are infinite]v inanv possibilities of the disposit,ion of
$c_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $c_{l}$ . In the $(:_{C}=k^{\zeta_{)}^{\backslash }}P1=2$ , as we wi $]|$ see $1at_{!}er$ , bv using t,ranslation, rotation and
dilation we have only t,o $cons^{1}icler$ tlie case $whei\cdot ec_{1}=i$ and $c_{2}=-i$ .
4 Quadrature domains of two point masses
In this section, we deal with quadrature doiiiains of tlie measure $\pi(\mathfrak{a}\delta_{i}+\mathcal{B}\delta_{-i})$ . Note
that the $nlea_{A}silre\pi(\alpha\delta_{i}+./3\delta_{-i})$ corresponds $\dagger_{l}0$ a Hele-Shaw fl$ow$ with two $inject_{l}ion$
points. When $\dagger_{l}he$ injection rates are the saine, i.e.. $\alpha=.l\prime 3$ , Richardson [10] showed
that the $in\uparrow_{\Theta 1}\cdot fa(:e$ of t,he Hele-Shaw flov$\cdot$ is a $(\iota\iota r\backslash \prime e$ formed by inverting an ellipse with
respect to the unit circle. Such a curve is ( $alIt^{\lrcorner}(1a.1l$ elliptic leniniscate of Booth, which
is named after $t,lie$ Revei $(^{J}11d,1a.111es$ Booth. $Hei\cdot e$ we $al\cdot e$ also concerned with the caise
$\alpha\neq.\mathcal{B}$ .
In Shapiro [15, Chapter 3], $(]1^{3}$ rational filllt $\dagger_{\#}ion\varphi_{()}(w)$ $:=2Rw/(w^{2}+R^{2})$ , where
$R>1$ , is used to ($.(1ls|,1^{\cdot}\iota\iota c\cdot\uparrow$ such a quadrat iire donia.in. To treat $the$ case $\alpha\neq/9$ , we
introduce a new $rat_{1}iona1$ fun $(:tioil\varphi$ defined by
$\varphi(w)=\varphi_{0.R_{7}},7(w):=\frac{aR(1\iota-i\eta)}{11^{1\supseteq}+R’\sim)}+\dot{\iota}\eta R$. (4.1)
Here, t,he function $\varphi=\varphi_{a,R,\eta}$ is $pa.laiii_{P}\uparrow_{1}erized1^{-}$)$va>0,$ $R>1$ and $\eta\in$ R. For
given $\alpha,3>0$ , we ch $\langle)OSt^{\supset}a,$ $R$ and $\eta$ appropriat,ely so $t_{\not\subset}$hat t,he doniai$nt1(a, R, \eta)$ $:=$
$\varphi_{a,R,\eta}(D((), 1))$ is a quadrat ure $clr$) $11\iota ai))01^{\cdot}|]l(J)))ex\backslash _{\grave{)}}\iota\iota re\pi(t1\delta_{i}+,|3\delta_{-i})$ .
4.1 Construction of a rational map
Lemma 4.1. Let $\alpha$ . $.:3bpositi.\cdot|.\}e\uparrow\}(\}|$ . be $7^{\cdot},\backslash \backslash ,5^{\backslash }\cdot l,\Gamma^{\cdot}/\}$ th at $c\iota\dashv- 3_{\dot{l},b^{\backslash }},\sigma\cdot nfl_{\grave{1\prime}}\prime^{\backslash },ie,ntl,y$ Iarqe. Then,
$b’,ytaki_{71},.q.so77|,ea>0_{:}R>1t.?7.(l\eta\in \mathbb{R}/l7\}ld\prime fi?7i?./(|’\prime^{\tau}al?,O7\},al$fnnction, $\varphi$ by (4.1).
the $Sch?t$ iorz $f\tau/.$? ction $S$ of $\partial\zeta$} $(a, R. \eta)$ . $\cdot n)/7$ er $\epsilon\cdot\Omega(a, R. 77)$ $:=\varphi(D(0,1)),$ $i_{97’)\rho ro\uparrow?7\cdot O7]}l|,ic$
$i?|,$ $a|,ei(Jt_{7},borli,ood of \Omega(a, R, \eta)1_{1(l?.\}}i?).q_{0?7}l,|1^{q\cdot\cdot j,}’\}ij)/(-, J)/r.s$ at $i$ . $-i?l\rangle itt_{7,7^{\tau}C_{z}}.s\cdot id^{i}|/,es\alpha_{\dot{1}}$ B.
respectively.
NVe $gi\backslash rp\uparrow$he $oiitoe1ine$ of the proof of
$\cdot$
Lei $11111_{\dot{C}}$ . $\lrcorner.1$ . Foi the tiine $|)eing$ let us assume
that $\varphi$ is $holoilioi\cdot p1_{1}ic$ aiid injective in $|,]lp$ disk $D(tI, 2)$ . Then $t_{j}he$ Schwarz $fiin\mathfrak{c}\cdot t,ionS$
of tlie closed curve $\partial\Omega(a_{:}R, \eta)$ is given $|)v(3.2)$ , as nientioned in the previous sect,ion.
Hence our task will be to choose $a,$ $Ral\iota(1ielv$ so that the $S(:liwarz$ function
$S$ ha.s siinple poles at, $\pm iwit_{1}$] $1residut^{s}s\rho 1=\dot{\epsilon}\iota\cdot$ . $\rho_{2}=\dot{A}J$ . $res])e(fi\backslash re1_{1^{r}}$ .
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Since $\varphi$ has two sinrple poles $at\pm\cdot i\Gamma_{1},$ $\uparrow$ ]te $f\cdot\iota 111(tionS$ is meromorphic in $\Omega(a, R, \eta)$
$wit|11$ onlv two simple poles at.
$\varphi(\frac{1}{\mp iR})=\frac{iaR’\sim)(\pm 1-\eta R)}{R^{4}-1}+i\eta R$ .
Hence, we take $a>0$ to be $(R^{4}-1)/R^{2}$ so $th_{r1}^{:}t$, the poles of $S$ are at. $\pm i$ . Moreover,
sonie elenientary coniputations show t,hat
$\rho_{1}=\frac{1}{2R^{3}}\cdot(R^{5}+R+2\eta^{2}R-\eta R^{4}-\eta-2\eta R^{2})$ ,
$\rho_{2}=\frac{1}{2R^{3}}\cdot(R^{r_{)}}\backslash +R-\vdash 2\eta^{2}R-\dagger\eta R^{4}+\eta+2\eta R^{2})$ .
Therefore we need to olve t.he following svst,$e\ln$ of algelvraic equations for $R$ and $\eta$ :
$\alpha+3=\rho_{1}+\rho_{2}=\frac{1}{R^{\underline{0}}}\cdot(R^{4}-\}1+2\eta^{2})$ , (4.2)
$\prime i’;-\mathfrak{a}=\rho_{2}-\rho 1=\frac{\eta}{R^{3}=}\cdot(R^{2}+1)^{2}$ . (4.3)
In fact, we obtain a solution $R$ and $\eta$ with $t_{l}1ie$ following estiinates:
$R= \sqrt{\alpha+\prime\partial}+O(\frac{1}{\sqrt{\alpha+:3}})$ $\dot{\subset}L\backslash \dot{C1}+\kappa^{\prime f}arrow\infty$ . (4.4)
$\eta=(\beta-\mathfrak{a})\{\frac{1}{\sqrt{\mathfrak{a}+3}}+O(((\}+\cdot 3)^{-3/2})\}$ as $\alpha+\betaarrow\infty$ . (4.5)
BY taking $a,$ $R$ and $\eta$ a.s above, we $(al1s1l$ow t,hat $\varphi$ is holontorphic and in.jective
in $t_{\delta}he$ disk $D(O, 2)$ when $1’+.’3$ is $\grave{|}\backslash ^{1}1\iota ffi_{t}\cdot.i_{t^{J}}ntly$ large. This $(.(111])let,es$ the proof.
BY $virt_{\tau}\uparrow 1e$ of Lemma 4.1 $a.11(1(t\}.1)t$ we see tliat the doniain $\Omega(a, R, \eta)$ satisfies
$\int_{\zeta 1(0.R.\eta)^{fd?7t=\pi(\tau\cdot f(i)+\pi_{J}^{:}3f(-i)}}$
for all holomorphic $f\iota\iota n(\uparrow,itllSf$ defined in a neighborhood of $\Omega(a, R, \eta)$ . Now we
confirm that the domain $\Omega(a, R, \eta)$ is indeed a $c\iota\iota a.dlat\iota lre$ domain for subharnionic
functions.
Lemma 4.2. Let $\alpha$ . $iJ:3$ be: $positi_{0t’\uparrow 7tt’/’\}}^{J}b_{f^{4}l,\backslash \cdot\backslash \cdot\cdot nch}/$ tlm.t $\alpha+_{t},\prime 3i,\overline{\backslash }\cdot.s^{\epsilon}nfl\grave{\urcorner,}C?.e\uparrow 7.lt\tau/Zo,7^{\cdot}.(/\rho.$. Then.
the $d_{0?l7}.ai\uparrow 7,$ $\Omega(c\iota, R, \eta)-\cdot\cdot\backslash .$ Le $\cdot,,1’\}$.a 4.1 is $\prime\prime$. $\prime n.\uparrow\iota iq_{tJ^{J}}’.q\uparrow/(r$,drat $\gamma t\iota r^{\backslash }e$ domain of the
meosure $\pi(\alpha\delta_{i}+\beta\delta_{-i})fo7^{\cdot}.9\uparrow\iota bt_{7\prime}r,?^{v}’\}7,O’l.?.C^{t}.\int(,\gamma\}ct/.0\uparrow lS$.
To prove Leninia 4.2, we niake use of $|_{\text{ }}he$ approximation theoreiii $|)\}^{r}$ Sakai [11,
Lemnia 7.3], which states that any $i_{11}\uparrowrightarrow\iota\cdot a11\iota^{1}1_{1a1111t11}i_{t^{-}}$ . fi $\iota J1(.tti_{011}h$ defined in $\Omega(a, R, \eta)$
can $|^{-})e$ approxiniated in $L^{1}(\Omega(a, R_{\}\eta))$ by linear $t.tlll|)]nat,io\iota lS$ of ${\rm Re}(1/(\cdot-())$ , Ini $(1/(\cdot-$
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$())$ and $\log|\cdot-\zeta|$ with $\zeta\in \mathbb{C}\backslash -(1(c\iota. R, \eta)$ . $\zeta_{tJt1}^{1}|\gamma i_{1}\iota i_{ll}g$ the approximation $\uparrow_{l}h3oreinwit_{J}h$
the fact $that_{I}\Omega(a. R, \eta)$ is a smootli si $111$ ] $\backslash \cdot-(t111J\in(\}ed$ doniain, we see $t_{\Delta}11at_{l}$
$\int_{\Omega(o_{s}R_{t}\eta)}hdn\uparrow=\pi \mathfrak{a}h(i)+\pi^{:}-3h(-i)$
holds for all $int_{p}egrablehaJlllt$ ) $ni($ funct ions $l_{1}$ defined in $\Omega(a_{t} R. \eta)$ , i.e., $\Omega(a, R, \eta)$ is a
quadratiire domain of $\pi(\mathfrak{a}\delta_{i}+l3\delta_{-i})$ for $]_{1all11t)11}i($ functions.
To finish $t_{l}he$ proof, we have $\dagger_{l}0$ sliow $t$ hat] $\Omega(a, R, \eta)$ is, in $fac\cdot t$ , a unique quadra-
ture doinain for $sii1_{J}-harnioiii$ ( fun $r\cdot\uparrowi_{t)l}\iota s$ . $1t^{7}(J$ have already seen t,ha$\dagger$, $\uparrow|hei\cdot e$ exists t,he
iiiininiiiin quadrat, $\iota\iota 1^{\cdot}rightarrow do111a.i_{11}$ of $\pi(\alpha\tilde{\delta}_{i}+.\prime 3\delta_{-i})$ for $s\iota iI$)$harnionic$. functions. Let) us de-
$not)e$ it by $\Omega_{0}$ and show that $\Omega(a, R_{\backslash }\eta)=\zeta]_{1)}$ . Since $\Omega_{()}$ is also a quadr\‘at,ure doniain
for llai$\cdot$nionic functions, $it_{b^{\backslash }}I\iota\iota ffi_{t}\cdot es$ to show $t$ he uniqueness of quadrature domains of
$\pi(\alpha\delta_{i}+/\prime 3\delta_{-i})$ for harnionic $f\iota\iota nc\cdot t.it$ ) $1lS$ . This uniqueness ]$)ropel\cdot\uparrow\{v$ is provided bv an
adaptation of niaximum ]$)rin(i])]e\backslash$ . due to Sakai $\lceil 11]$ (see also Shapiro [15, Propo-
sition 4.8 and Theoreiix 4.9] for the $|)l(of)$ . Therefore, $\Omega(a, R, \eta)=\Omega_{0}$ and hence
$\Omega(a, R, \eta)$ is a unique quadrat iire domain of $\pi(n\delta_{i}+,i3\delta_{-i})$ for subharmonic funct,ions.
4.2 Estimates of Quadrature domains
By Leinnia 4.2, we see $t,hat_{l}$ a uni $(1^{ue}$ quadrature doinain $\Omega(\mathfrak{a}, \beta)$ of the nieasure
$\pi(\alpha\delta_{i}+\partial\delta_{-i})$ for $s\iota\iota 1_{J}- haxnl(1li$ ( fun $((.j_{(}ll_{\mathfrak{l}}b is 1^{\cdot}P])1^{\cdot}eselt\dagger.ecl$ as $\Omega(\alpha, \beta)=\varphi_{a,R,\eta}(D(0,1))$ .
On the other hand, $a>0,$ $R>1$ alld $\eta\in \mathbb{R}ale\in^{)}s\dagger_{J}i_{1}iia\uparrowed$ in $t_{\alpha}11e$ proof of Leninia
4.1. In $t_{J}$he following theorem, we ]$)l((e(\lrcorner(1\uparrow_{!}\{)$ tlie ( $a.1(\iota\iota 1a\uparrow J$ ion of tlie distance froin the
point $(\alpha-/3)i/(\alpha+\beta)$ to a lvoundary ] $)$( $i_{11}t_{\sim}^{-}\in\partial\Omega(\alpha.\dot{\{}i)$ , and obtain the $asvni]$) $\uparrowotics$
of the $q\iota\iota ad_{1}\cdot at\iota\iota re$ doniain $\Omega(\alpha, \kappa’i)w11t^{1}1J((\}\}3)\cdot$ inin $\{\alpha. .3\}arrow\infty$ . Note that}
$\sqrt{(\mathfrak{a}+3)11Ji_{11}\{()3\}}\leq c\iota+:’3$.
Hence, $(\mathfrak{a}+.\wedge’;)$ . niin $\{c\iota\cdot, .\dot{A}:;\}arrow\infty i_{111]J}Ii\epsilon\backslash \iota\searrow\cap+3arrow\infty$.
Theorem 4.3. For $\alpha$ . $.|3>\{),b’l.-\cdot 1_{l}$ th $(’./t1+3i_{\backslash ,\backslash (l}ffi\cdot-\cdot\dot{\iota}\epsilon\uparrow\}tly$ larqe. le $t\Omega(\alpha, \beta)$ be a
$uniq\uparrow i,equadra.t\uparrow lr^{s}e,$ $do^{i}mai\uparrow 7$ of the measti.it’ $\pi(()\delta_{i}+\cdot 3\overline{\delta}_{-\iota}).f_{0’\prime\cdot.\sigma\cdot\uparrow l}.l,l_{7}a\uparrow\cdot n|$ ,onie $fn\uparrow|,ctio\uparrow?\cdot\cdot 9$ .
Then. $(r,s(\alpha+\cdot:3)\cdot$ niin $\{\alpha. l3\}arrow\infty$ .
$- \sim’\in\partial\Omega(\alpha\beta)n1i_{11},|\sim\sim-\frac{\alpha-3}{\alpha+.3}i|=\sqrt{c\iota+Af-\underline{)}}+\frac{((\iota-.3.)\underline{)}}{((\downarrow_{1}l-\perp;)^{\tau_{)}}\cdot/\mathfrak{j}-}+(\alpha-’\cdot 3)^{2}\cdot O((\alpha+\beta)^{-7/2})$ ,
$($4.6)
$z \in\partial’\Omega(\alpha,\cdot 3)111ax,|\sim\sim-\frac{\alpha-\prime 3}{c\iota\cdot+.d}’.i|=\sqrt{\alpha\{3\}2}-\frac{((.u-Af)arrow)}{((\iota 13)^{J}\zeta-}+\frac{8\alpha,\cdot 3|\alpha’-.\cdot 3|}{(c\tau+\dot{A};)^{4}}$
4- $(c\iota_{\wedge}-\prime t)^{2}$ . $O((()\{A|;)^{-7/2})\dashv-(\alpha-\beta)\cdot O((0\cdot+.\partial)^{-3})$ .
$($4.7)
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In view of $fhe$ representation $\partial\Omega((\supset_{;\cdot.,3)}=\nu^{\urcorner}(\partial D((I, 1))_{\}$ where $\varphi=\varphi_{a.R,\eta}$ with $a>0$ ,
$R>1$ and $\eta\in \mathbb{R}$ defined in the proof of I,emma 4.1, it is $s\rceil 1fficient$ to ( $a1(11_{-}1a.tJe$ the
mininmm aiid the maxinmni of $t,he$ fun(tion
$d( \cdot w):=|\varphi(w)-(\frac{1^{\prime-3}}{\alpha+\dot{x}j}\prime i|$ $f^{Y}orw\in\partial D(O, 1)$ ,
which is the distance from t,he point $i(c\iota\cdot-\beta)/(\alpha+\beta)$ to a boilndai$\cdot$y $point\varphi(w)\in$
$\partial\Omega(\alpha, \prime 3)$ . Bv eleiiientarv cal $(\rceil\iota 1a$ ($\uparrow|itllS$ with the aid of the $equat$) $ions(4.2),$ $(4.3)$ and
the $est_{\wedge}iinates(4.4),$ $(4.5)$ , we can prove $\uparrow l$he est $il11at_{J}es(4.6)$ and $(4^{\cdot}.7)$ .
By an argiinient similar to t,he proof of $Theorelll4.3$ , we estiinate $t_{J}hedist_{l}anc:e$
from the point $-i$ to a $|)(nn(lary$ point of the quadrature doniain $\Omega(\alpha_{l}3)$ , and show
that the quadrature doniain $\Omega(\alpha, .l\prime 3)a1^{J}p1^{\cdot}(a(hes$ the disk centered $at_{I}-i$ when $\mathfrak{a}>0$
is fixed and $\betaarrow\infty$ .
Theorem 4.4. $S\uparrow,l^{J}l^{J0Sp}$. thot a $\prime i.sa.\beta..\cdot\cdot\prime\prime.\prime 7l_{c}7’|.be\uparrow\cdot$. For $\sigma\cdot\uparrow fficien,tly$ larqe $’|’3>0$ .
let $\Omega(\alpha, \iota’i)$ be a unique $quarlr^{\backslash }$(” $t\cdot(l.7^{\cdot}C^{\lrcorner}$. $Jo$main of $t1$} $r:m.e(|.s\uparrow l,re_{-}\pi(\alpha\delta_{i}+\partial\delta_{-i})$ for $St1$, bhar-
$\uparrow 7l$,onzc functions. Then, $u.s_{1’}9arrow\infty$ .
$z \in\partial\Omega(\alpha\beta)111in,|z+i|=\sqrt{\beta}+\frac{a}{2\sqrt{A;}}-\frac{2\alpha}{d}-\}(4\mathfrak{a}-\frac{\alpha^{2}}{8}).’/3^{-3/2}+O(_{!’}3^{-}2)$ ,
$z \in\partial\Omega(\alpha\beta)\ln_{\dot{r}}\iota x,|\approx+i|=\sqrt{\beta}+\frac{\alpha}{2\sqrt{d}}+\frac{\underline{9}_{(1’}}{\prime 3}+(4\alpha-\sim\frac{t^{\sim}\ell^{2}}{8})\beta^{-3/2}+O(\beta^{-2})$ .
5 Quadratue domains of multiple point masses
In this $ser\backslash \uparrow\downarrow ion$ , we apply Theoreln 4.3 and give an estiinate for $q\iota\iota adra.t_{l}111^{\cdot}e$ doinains
of a linear conibination of the Dira,( ineasures. Then, $Tlle(\gamma re\Pi 11.1$ is $(|\gamma\uparrow_{l}aiiJed$ as a
consequence of the estimate contl)$iiie(1$ witlh $T1\iota\epsilon^{Y}01’ enl4.4$ , as we will see in the next,
section. In what follows, we write $\Omega(l/)$ for the minimum quadrature dontain of the
$n1e$asiire $\iota/$ for $\downarrow\nwarrow^{\backslash }\iota\iota I_{T}har111onic$ . functions. Fir,$h^{\prime t}l$ we $|s\uparrowatet)he$ following $tw^{v}o$ leiniiias wit,hoiit
proof.
Lemma 5.1. Let $d_{J_{\rangle}}’|\prime 3_{2}$ $and\vdash\overline{\iota}$ $be\cdot/)$(’ $.s\cdot\cdot/t\uparrow.\cdot(.)t’’l\}l’l’ tl_{t’;}\cdot.b(’\uparrow’$ -f, $c_{1},$ $c_{2}\in \mathbb{C}$ . Thcn.
$\Omega(l.+\kappa^{2_{\dot{A}}}i_{-}\delta_{\overline{\iota}C\underline{\cdot)}})=\{,\urcorner.\approx\in \mathbb{C}|_{\wedge}\gamma\in\zeta\}(\dot{A}j_{1}\delta_{c_{1}}+_{l}(\prime 3_{2}\delta_{c2})\}$
hold.9.
By Leninia 5.1 aiid siniple arguments (($1I(P1^{\cdot}11i_{1l}g$ translation or rotation, we see
that the estimates for any quadrat ure domains of $t_{)}wo$ point masses are reduced $\uparrow|0$ t,he
estiniates given $]_{y}^{-}yThe(1^{\cdot}Plll4.3$ and Theoreni 4.4.
The next, leiinna shows that iitinimum quadrature doinains ]$)(sses*es$ the semi-
group property. Giist)afsson and Sakai $\dot{\sim}\lceil\ulcorner)\rceil$ have alreadv proved this property for niore
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general $nlea_{\wedge}sures$ , but it is $esta1-$) $]i_{b}|’ 1_{1}edfo\iota$ . sat ur\‘ated $(or 111_{\dot{f}}txi_{1}1\iota\iota\iota l\ln)(1^{\iota\iota a\subset 1rat\iota\iota 1P}(1_{t})-$
mains (see [5, Theorein 2.2] for $\uparrow l$he (1l.ail). On t.he other hand, Sakai [11] proved the
propertv for the mininmm quaclrature domains. We improve the result [11, Proposi-
tion 3.ltI] as follows.
Lemma 5.2. Let $\mu$ . $\nu$ be $fi\uparrow\iota itr7ll.t’(,.\backslash llt^{}-,b^{\backslash }\prime\prime\uparrow.t/7_{J}co\uparrow n.pacl$ support $s\uparrow/,c1_{l}$, thut there erist
the bounded $n7.\cdot i_{77’},i,murnq\uparrow\iota(\iota dr\cdot 0.t\uparrow\gamma^{\backslash }\rho dorm(t.i7l.\sigma\cdot\Omega(\mu)$ . $\Omega(\mu+\iota/)$ and $\Omega(\chi_{\Omega(\mu)}+\nu)$ of the
measures $\mu,$ $\mu+\nu$ and $\chi_{\Omega(\mu)}+\nu f\dot{o}7^{\cdot}.\dot{b}’$} $l_{J}l_{l}ut^{\backslash }n7.)1|,i^{2}$ fn.nctions, respeetively. In addi,tion.
$\uparrow l\prime eassun|,e$ that $\nu$ is of th. $r \cdot fo\uparrow’ll,/=f\{\sum_{j=1}^{l}c\iota_{j}\delta_{c_{7}},$ $\uparrow nl!\cdot\theta’lt’f\in L^{\infty}(\mathbb{C})$ . $\alpha_{j}>0$ and
$c_{j}\in \mathbb{C}$ . Then it holds th $a.t$
$\Omega(\mu\{l/)=\Omega(\backslash \zeta)(\mu)+l/)$ .
With the above leinmas and Theorem 4.3. we give tlie following estimate for the
distances froni the $|)ai\cdot ycenter\cdot w_{l}$ defined by (1.7) to the $1$) $oundary$ points of $(1^{iladrat_{l}iire}$
domains of a linear coiiibination of $\dagger$,he $Dii\cdot ax$ . ineasures.
Theorem 5.3. Let $\mathfrak{a}_{1},$ $\ldots$ , $c\nu_{l}$ be $?\cdot$ ) $t.l7.t.?11/)\mathfrak{k}’\prime Sn^{\iota}n.dc_{1}$ . $\ldots$ , $c_{l}\in \mathbb{C}\uparrow ni$th $l\geq 2$ .
and $de.fi.\uparrow 7,ew_{1}$ . $\ldots$ , $w_{l}$ by (1.7). Th $:n$ . th $f’\prime t$ ’ e.xists $a$. $\uparrow 70?-7|,p,.(J^{atir)ef?7}$, ction $c_{l(t)}$ such
that for any qua, $drat\uparrow l7^{\backslash }edo\prime n.ai\uparrow 7,$ $\Omega_{\Delta}(t)$ of $t1_{7}\prime\prime\prime m\cdot a.s\cdot n.7’ e$. $t \sum_{j=1}^{l}\alpha_{j}\delta_{c_{j}}$ for $sub1_{7},0,r77|,O7|,ic$
$f_{?,?7\cdot\prime^{\backslash }},tio\uparrow|,s$ the $in_{f}e.q?4,0,lit\uparrow/$
holds for $all\approx\in\partial\Omega_{\Delta}(t)$ . $t>()$ . ” $n.d\cdot ifh(Ls$ th $\rho$; follo $1l\{i\uparrow\}.\zeta/asy$mptotic $beha\uparrow.\prime ior\cdot$ :
$\llcorner c\iota(t)=\sqrt{\frac{\pi}{\sum_{j--1}^{l}\alpha_{j}}}(\sum_{9}^{l}\frac{\mathfrak{a}_{k}^{J}\sum_{j=1}^{k-1}\alpha_{j}}{(\sum_{j=-1}^{Aarrow}\alpha_{j})^{\underline{o}}}|w_{A\cdot-J}-c_{A}.|^{2})t^{-1/2}+O(t^{-1})$ as $tarrow\infty$ .
-The proof is based on $i_{11}\subset 1\iota\iota c\cdot t.io11$ on $l$ . The $td_{t}b’el=2\langle_{\dot{(}}\backslash .nI)e$ proved $1^{-}$)$)’$ combining
Theorem 4.3 and Lemma 5.1. In th$e(\dot{c}1\backslash el\geq 3$ , we applv Lenuna 5.2 and reduce t,he
est, $i_{11}\iota at_{!}e$ for $\Omega_{\Delta}(t)$ fo the one for $\Omega(t\sum_{j=1}^{l1}\mathfrak{a}_{j}\delta_{c}, )$ . To see $\uparrow I$ his, $\backslash t^{3}$ note $\uparrow|hat$,
$\Omega_{\Delta}(t)=t1(\chi_{\Omega(t\Sigma_{J}^{I-1}=1\alpha_{3}\delta,)}\dashv- t\alpha_{l}\delta_{c’})$
$\subset\Omega(\chi_{D(1L^{1\prime}-|}$ . $\sqrt{t\pi^{-I}\Sigma_{\}--1}^{\prime-1}oj}\{=’-|(())|- tc\iota_{l}\delta_{c},)=\Omega(t\hat{\alpha}(t)\delta_{\omega_{-1}},+t\alpha_{l}\delta_{c_{t}})$
with an appropriate nun $tl$) $e\iota\cdot\hat{\alpha}(t)$ . Then. $1-$)$)^{r}\}_{J}]_{1t^{\lrcorner}}$ result of $tlle(\dot{j}L\backslash \urcorner el=2$ we can
estiniate $th\iota^{3}$ donia.in $\Omega(t\hat{o}^{r}(t)\delta_{u.\uparrow,- 1}+t(u,\delta_{c},)$ and finallv we $(|)$ tlie desired estiniate
from above. The estiinat $t^{}$ from below is siinilarlv obtained.
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6 Proof of Theorem 1.1
We are now in a position $to$ prove Theorem 1.1 by coinbining Theorem 5.3 with
Theorem 4.4.
It is sufficient to prove the $eb^{\backslash \dagger,i_{111_{(tf_{\text{ }}e}’}}$ (l.ltI) for the niininiiim quadratiire doiiiain
$\Omega(t)=\Omega(\chi_{\Omega(0)}+t\sum_{j=1}^{l}c\iota_{j}^{}\delta_{c_{j}})$ . $I_{\lrcorner}e|\in_{-}(t)$ $:=e_{l}(t)$ . where $\overline{\llcorner\vee}\iota(t)$ is obtained $|)\backslash \gamma$ Theorem
5.3. Then, $|)v$ the inclusion rel\‘ation $\Omega(t\sum_{j=1}^{l}\alpha_{j}\delta_{C;})\subset\Omega(t)$ we see that
$f_{t)}^{\backslash }r$ a.ll $\sim-\in\partial\Omega(t),$ $t>0$ . (6.1)
Next we estimate $|\approx-\prime w_{l}|$ from above. $I_{l1}$ the definition (1.8) of $r_{0}$ , we can take
niininiiiin instead of $i_{11}fi_{11}\iota 1\iota m$ . To show this, we take sequences $\{c^{(k)}\},$ $\{r^{(k)}\}$ such that
$r^{(k)}arrow r_{0}$ and $\Omega(())\subset D(c^{(k)}.r^{(k)})$ . Then, $\{c^{(k)}\}$ is $1)ounded$ since $\{r^{(k)}\}$ is $1)ounded$ .
Hence, there exists a subsequence $\{c^{(k_{\uparrow J})}\}$ of $\{c^{(k)}\}$ which converges to a point $c_{0}\in \mathbb{C}$ .
Therefore,
$\Omega(0)\subset\bigcap_{p=1}^{\infty}D(c^{(k_{\mathfrak{l}’}\cdot)},$ $r^{(k_{|1})}) \subset\bigcap_{p=1}^{x}D(c_{r)},$ $\cdot r^{(k_{l)})}-\vdash|c^{(k_{1’})}-c_{0}|)\subset\overline{D(c_{0},\cdot r_{0})}$,
so that, $\Omega(0)\subset D((-\sim\{), r_{0})$ . By Leinm\‘a 5.2 $a.J$ id $Th_{t^{3}t1^{\backslash }rightarrow 1i1}5.3$ , observe that,
$\Omega(t)\subset\Omega(x_{D(co\cdot ro)}+t\sum_{j=1}^{l}a_{j}\delta_{c_{j}})\langle),\cdot()$
(6.2)
$\subset\Omega(\chi_{D(C(,r()}+\chi_{D(w_{\mathfrak{l}}.R(t))})=\Omega(\pi r_{()}^{\underline{9}}\delta_{C^{\backslash }\{)}-+\pi R(t)^{2}\delta_{w’})_{\}$
where $R(t)$ $:=\sqrt{t\pi^{-1}\sum_{j=1}^{t}\alpha_{j}}+\llcorner c\iota(t)$ . Therefore, applying Theoreni 4.4 to the right
hand side of (C.2) vields the estiniate for $|\sim-\cdot-w_{l}|$ froiii above as follows:
for all $\sim\wedge\in\partial\Omega(t),$ $t>0$ . (6.3)
Here $\in+(t)s$atisfies
$\dot{(}\prime ustarrow\infty$ .
For anv $\sigma\in \mathfrak{S}_{l}$ , the above $\dot{j}11^{\cdot}g\iota\iota 111P111,$ $t,0$ obi ain the esti $l\iota la.fes(6.1)$ and (6.3) $(:an$ be
applied to the case where $j$ is repla,$\lambda.t^{\Delta}(1$ by $\sigma(j)$ . Therefore, by taking t,he miniina of
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$\llcorner c-(t)$ and $c_{+}(t)$ ovei $\cdot$ $\sigma\in \mathfrak{S}$ , and writing tl $1t^{3}111$ a.s $\wedge-(t)$ and $\llcorner\ulcorner-+(t)$ again, we $ol$)$tain$ the
desired estiniate (1.10) $witli(1.11)$ . si $l)()\zeta 2(t)$ is $irrelevant_{arrow}t_{)}o$ the wav of nuinbering
the injection $point\prime s$ . This completes the ] $)l(\langle)f\cdot$ .
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